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Fabrizio Favale Le Supplici

press kit

“With his dancers Fabrizio Favale creates a kind of heartbreaking, fantastic embroidery in dance, perhaps in search of the movement of the clouds... The 
dance transports our views through large horizons, attractions, suspensions, repulsion of bodies, ready to become wild, in a continual amazement that is 
the figure and the invention of one of the most innovative italian choreographer. "

Massimo Marino controscene.it



“When I saw the first time Fabrizio Favale dancing, I couldn't believe he was moving at that speed! His dance is really a whole movement vocabulary that 
evokes large landscapes...”

Morag Deyes, Dance Base Edinburgh's Artistic Director, interview released for The Herald, 2 August 2013



"What he draws is a quick  and light gesture, which tames the time (all the time you need, up to almost immobility) and makes palpable the space with the 
twisting of the torso, the flickering of the arms and a rotary pulse of Oriental origin. It's a dance almost sacred, full of thought and never superfluous, a 
volatile embroidery and for this reason even more precious."

Maria Cecilia Bizzarri, theater critic, DANZA & DANZA



“Athletes of the stage / Fabrizio Favale”

By Massimo Marino, studious and theater critic

Published on Corriere di Romagna, Sunday 11 July 2014, Santarcangelo Festival 2014

“The scrawl, the lacework, the embroidery is a baroque futility for those who is unfamiliar with the dizzing charm of the curved line, of the spiral, of the
labyrinthine plot  that  makes us lose and rediscover. Is a useless decoration for  those who cannot hear the silence screaming in the meanders that
constitute the spirals of the brain, the infinite movements of the body, even those invisible, the joints of the existence, the vegetal forms that suddenly erupt
in tender buds, in projects of impulses directed toward to the unexpected new lives. The linear thinking misses the charm of fast gap, the slowness joyful
and enigmatic of the Arabesco, its acceleration, the discoveries that burst forth, in a tension that resides in all infinitesimal “between”.



The Fabrizio Favale's dance is all in the embroidery, in the Arabesco. Runs away from the significance, searching the availability of bodies; he looks with
infinite amazement the movements of nature and the secret signs of the myth. For this reason he has crossed parts of Indian poems, searching of a sacred
that escapes us in this contemporary life, or perhaps he just searching a very far charm, exotic, made by postures, gestures and exploration. He sought the
movements of the flocks, the herds, the clouds. He has listened to the trees, the birds. He evokes ghosts.

He works preferably in areas that are beyond the light, in the shadows, in the wind, in the feathers, in the interlacing of the arms, legs, limbs, without
touching  each  other,  composing  amazing  ideograms,  exploring  impossible  emulations.  Here  there  is  no  dance  theater:  there  is  dance-poetry.
There is no history and the imitation of nature appear to be consciously inane attempts to rob life for meaningless fragments. There is the individual and the
group. The effort to fill the void that surrounds us and that pull along us. There is a childhood memory and an epic deposited in body postures. For Favale
the dance explores things, the universe, the psyche. He wrote somewhere: "We want to demonstrate that perhaps is not the humanity to be the favorite
subject of the dance, but something unreachable, stellar. An evoking an elsewhere that we crave, but we do not know what it is. Desire is something that
concerns the stars: dance, therefore, has always been sidereal.”



In his choreography we see lightning, drawings of what does not persist. His dancers are always ready to hyperbolic metamorphosis. They form soft
sculptures that immediately vanish or multiply themself like planets. His dance is a flame: a flame of bodies, of arms, of hands. Is a lightweight suspension
of time, is how to disappear, is a rise to the essence.”
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